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Bikes. Mountain Frames. Cruiser Hybrid. Three Wheelers. Trek Verve 1 Disc Low Step. Verve 1
Disc Lowstep is an introductory hybrid bike designed for comfort and confidence on
recreational rides. It has a lowstep frame that makes it easy to mount and dismount, disc brakes
that provide stopping power in any weather, and wide tires for extra stability. This ride is
dependable, affordable, and full of features that make for comfortable everyday adventures. It's
right for you if Comfort is king. You want to ride roads and paths on a bike that keeps you in a
more upright posture and has comfort-forward details like a padded seat, a lowstep geometry,
and the widest, most stable tires in the hybrid bike family. The tech you get A lightweight
aluminum frame with mounts for a rack and fenders, a lowstep design that makes it especially
easy to mount and dismount, 21 speeds to help you conquer varied terrain, ergonomic grips, a
Bontrager padded saddle, wider 45c tires for added stability, powerful disc brakes, and a
geometry that keeps you in a comfortable, upright riding posture. The final word Verve 1 Disc
Lowstep delivers quality comfort at an unbeatable value. The lightweight frame, impressive
braking power, durable parts, and comfort-forward design make this bike a great choice for
anyone who wants to get more enjoyment out of recreational rides. Why you'll love it - Verve's
upright geometry puts you in the perfect position to see the world around you - The lowstep
frame design makes it easy to get on and offâ€”no need to swing your leg over! Electra Townie
Go! Go wild. Trek Emonda SL 5 Disc. It's a great choice for century rides on hilly terrain, big
climbs, and speedy descents. You want the performance of a lightweight carbon bike at a great
value. You're a new racer or dedicated road rider looking to upgrade from an aluminum bike,
and you want dependable parts, confident stopping power, and the weight savings and ride
quality of an OCLV Carbon frame. The tech you get A lightweight Series OCLV Carbon frame
and fork, with a full Shimano speed drivetrain, powerful flat-mount Shimano hydraulic disc
brakes, a Ride Tuned seatmast cap, internal cable routing for clean looks, and Bontrager
Tubeless Ready wheels. The hydraulic disc brake upgrade and reliable drivetrain make it a great
choice for your first carbon road bike. Trek Precaliber 20 7-Speed Boy's. Precaliber 20 7-speed
Boy's is a rugged kids' bike for young adventurers. It has a lightweight frame and quality
components like a front suspension fork, 7-speed gearing, and hand brakes that are perfectly
sized to better fit small riders. For kids ages , between inches tall. You love exploring nature on
your bike, and want your little adventurer to come along. You're looking for a high-quality kids'
bike that's comfortable, durable, and most of all, super fun for your little shredder. The tech you
get A strong, lightweight aluminum frame, a simple 7-speed drivetrain that's easy for kids to
handle, and a front suspension fork to smooth out bumps on the road and trail. Plus, it has a
kickstand, mounts for a rear rack, and a saddle with an integrated handle that can be swapped
out for an integrated taillight mount. The final word When you're young, just being outside is an
adventure. Precaliber's rugged styling makes it the perfect ride for young explorers. They may
pretend to be scaling dangerous mountains or escaping terrible beasts, but with a high-quality
build and components, you'll always have peace of mind. Why you'll love it - Intuitive twist shift
makes it easy for kids to switch gears when their terrain changes - You can replace the saddle's
integrated handle with an integrated light mount to boost visibility on family adventures and
solo excursions - Like all Precaliber bikes, the frame is lower so it's easier for kids to stand over
and hop on and off - This bike is hand-me-down heaven: it's built to last, so younger siblings
can inherit this bike and it'll still feel like new - You shouldn't buy your kid's bike where you buy
your cerealâ€”Unlike big box brands, Trek kids' bikes are assembled by people who know
bikes. Trek Dual Sport 1 Women's. Dual Sport 1 Women's is a hybrid bike in the true sense of
the term: it excels on a variety of surfaces, and can take you from smooth pavement to light
off-road trails in a single ride. A lightweight frame, suspension fork, and all-terrain tires make
Dual Sport 1 Women's the ideal go-anywhere hybrid for recreational riders who love to explore.
You want a single hybrid bike that's efficient on pavement and comfortable on rougher terrain
and even light trails. You value confidence, stability, versatility, and performance on
recreational rides that cover a variety of terrain. The tech you get A lightweight aluminum frame,
a suspension fork with enough travel to take the edge off in rough terrain, a reliable drivetrain
with 21 speeds and a wide range of gearing so you're never pedaling too hard or too soft,
all-terrain tires that are grippy yet fast-rolling, and disc brakes for all-weather stopping power.
The final word City bike, trail bike, your bike. Dual Sport 1 Women's is an all-terrain women's
hybrid bike built for adventure on or off the road, and ready to take you from week to weekend
and back in comfortable, confident style. Why you'll love it - Why choose between the road and
trail? Dual Sport is a versatile hybrid that excels on a variety of terrain - It's easy to accessorize
your frame with racks, a kickstand, fenders, lights, and more! Trek Domane SL 4. Domane SL 4
Disc is the introductory carbon model in our road-smoothing family and offers incredible
performance at a great value. It also has an internal storage compartment for ride essentials and

powerful disc brakes that give you wider tire clearance and all-weather stopping power. You
want an awesome performance road bike at a great value. You're looking for a carbon bike with
a super smooth ride that will help you perform your best on long rides. You also want the added
capability and confidence of disc brakes and wider tires. Plus, a micro-adjust seatmast, fender
mounts, and Tubeless Ready wheels wrapped in wider x32 tires. Internal storage and cable
routing add to the bike's capability and sleek look. The final word Domane SL 4 Disc is the
introductory carbon model in the family, but when you make the small jump in price from
aluminum models, you get a big jump in tech, including a much lighter frame, Front and Rear
IsoSpeed, a full carbon fork, and the added stopping power and tire clearance disc brakes
provide. Why You'll Love It - It's a lightweight carbon bike with disc brakes at an exceptional
value, with dependable parts that keep the price in check without compromising performance It's the most affordable bike with disc brakes and IsoSpeed in both the front and rear - The
unique IsoSpeed Carbon fork, which swoops forward toward the dropouts, absorbs vibrations
from the road so your arms won't fatigue as quickly - This is the gateway to adventure road
riding, so you better eat a big breakfastâ€”this bike won't quit until you do - A sleek internal
storage compartment gives you a versatile spot to stow tools and gear. Lucky number 7 means
gears a-plenty for most general riding. Emonda ALR 5 Disc is a lightweight aluminum road bike
with powerful hydraulic disc brakes, a reliable 2x11 Shimano drivetrain, and an advanced alloy
frame that gives it the sleek looks and handling of a far more expensive carbon bike. You want
all the advantages of a bike built to be the lightest in its class, with the added benefit of
powerful disc brakes and a wallet-friendly alloy frame with the sleek looks and handling you'd
expect only from a carbon frame. The tech you get A lightweight Series Alpha Aluminum with
shaped tubes and Invisible Weld Technology, a carbon fork that absorbs vibration from the
road, powerful flat mount hydraulic disc brakes, Bontrager Affinity Tubeless Ready wheels, and
a full 2x11 Shimano drivetrain for precise and dependable shifting. The final word The extra
versatility and better performance of disc brakes, an advanced alloy frame that looks and
performs like carbon, and a reliable Shimano drivetrain give this race-ready ride an incredible
amount of versatility. Why you'll love it 1 - Carbon looks and handling, alloy price point:
Invisible Weld Technology and shaped tubes for sleek looks, light weight, and incredible
handling 2 - It climbs fast, corners on rails, and descends with confidence 3 - Disc brakes offer
better braking performance and extra clearance for wider, more stable tires 4 - It shares the
geometry of our highest-end carbon Emonda race bikes, and it gives you a ride quality that
stands up in every way to far more expensive carbon bikes 5 - Internal cable routing extends the
life of your cables and adds to the bike's sleek look. Emonda ALR frameset gives you the look
and performance of carbon at an alloy price point that's far friendlier on the wallet. Shaped
tubes and Invisible Weld Technology make this aluminum road bike frame the perfect starting
point for a high-performance, high-value build. You're building up a road bike for club rides or
races, and you want an advanced aluminum frame with the sleek looks and handling
characteristics normally found only in carbon models. The tech you get A lightweight Series
Alpha Aluminum frame with shaped tubes, Invisible Weld Technology for seamless joints, and
internal cable routing. Includes a carbon fork with a carbon steerer and a headset. Built for BB
The final word Carbon looks and ride quality, aluminum price point. If you thought alloy couldn't
contend with carbon in beauty and performance, think again. Emonda ALR is a value-minded
ride that's perfectly comfortable taking a far more expensive carbon bike to the line. Electra
Cruiser 1 Step-Thru. Modern cruiser with over twenty years of refinement built in to improve the
ride experience. Trek Supercaliber 9. With Supercaliber 9. Every element of this bike is
developed for fast capability, from the efficient IsoStrut shock to weight-saving pivotless seat
stays that cut down on trail chatter. You want one cross country race bike that works perfectly
on all courses. The final word Supercaliber is designed to crush cross country races, including
the World Cup. It's fast, capable, efficient, and features IsoStrutâ€”our game-changing
integrated suspension technology. Toughen up your two-wheeled rides with the Townie Path
9D. The sleek design of this new bike includes some of the great features found on other
Townies in the line, but with a little more attitude. The tires include reflective sidewalls for better
visibility and K-Shield protection to minimize the chance of a flat. Electra Cruiser 1. Go to the
market. Go to the beach. Go get coffee. The Townie Go! It's impossible not to smile while riding
a Townie Go! Whether you ride every day or are just looking to get out and ride more, the
Townie Go! This new and improved version of one of our best-selling e-bikes helps you
enhance your lifestyle and remove boundaries. Go farther, go faster and go funner. The tech
you get Powered by the Bosch Active Plus System with a W mid-frame motor and 4 mode levels
of support - Eco, Tour, Sport and Turbo - no hill or distance will stand in your way. The new
Shimano Nexus Inter-5E hub is designed for e-bike motors, making it easier to control your
output and battery life. The final word The Townie Go! Studies show that e-bike riders ride three

times more often and three times longer than traditional bike riders. So what are you waiting
for? Get out and Go! Why you'll love it - This ride is streamlined and ready for customizations.
Add a rack, basket or bell to make it your own. It features a Bosch system capable of sustaining
speeds of up to 20 mph, and comes fully stocked with accessories like integrated lights,
fenders, and a kickstand. Our most affordable e-bike is great for anyone looking for an extra
boost to enjoy riding more! You want to get more enjoyment out of your rides, and know the
extra boost of an e-bike will help you see and do more. You value comfort, and want a ride that's
capable, versatile, reliable over the long haul, and equipped with the latest e-bike technology.
The tech you get A lightweight aluminum frame, a watt Bosch Active Line mid-drive motor
capable of sustaining speeds up to 20 mph, a PowerPack Performance Wh battery, and a
handlebar-mounted Bosch Purion controller. Our most affordable e-bike gives you an extra
boost so you can enjoy riding more, in whatever way you choose. Why you'll love it 1. The watt
Bosch Active Line mid-drive motor is capable of helping you sustain speeds up to 20 mph 3. All
the benefits of an outstanding Bosch e-bike system at a price that can't be matched 4. This bike
gets you outside more and helps you make the most of every commute, cruise, and workout.
Trek Marlin 4. Marlin 4 is the perfect gateway to trail riding. It's ideal for new riders who want a
mountain bike with knobby tires that can double as a rugged commuter. Disc brakes, front
suspension, 21 speeds, and mounts for a rack, fenders, and kickstand make this versatile ride
an excellent entry point for new trail riders and campus commuters alike. You want an
introductory mountain bike at an incredible price, but also want a commuter that's rugged
enough to hop curbs on the way to class. Disc brakes, knobby tires, and 21 speeds make Marlin
4 a great choice. The tech you get Marlin 4 has 21 speeds with a wide range of gearing for easy
riding on varied terrain. It's modeled after our higher-end mountain bikes and built with a
lightweight Alpha Silver Aluminum frame that has internal routing to protect your cables, an
integrated kickstand mount, mechanical disc brakes for increased stopping power in any
weather conditions, and a suspension fork with 75mm of travelâ€”just enough to absorb the big
bumps and keep you cruising. The final word Marlin 4's greatest gift is its versatility. It's built-in
Trek's mountain bike heritage and totally capable of taking on the trails. But it's an efficient
daily rider, too. The rack and fender mounts make it a great choice for commuters who want to
get a little rad on the way to class or the grocery store. Why you'll love it - It's a real mountain
bike that's also perfectly suited to daily commutes, rides around campus, or just getting from A
to B on any surface. The Bosch pedal-assist system is powerful and reliable, and the battery is
fully encased in the frame for great looks and better balance. Plus, you don't need any tools to
remove it! This e-bike comes equipped with parts that put your comfort and safety first, like a
road-smoothing suspension seatpost, wide, stable tires, and front and rear lights. You want to
do more by bike and have more fun on every ride, so comfort and user-friendly features are
important. Plus, a 9-speed Shimano drivetrain, hydraulic disc brakes for all-weather stopping
power, a suspension seatpost, wide puncture-resistant tires for extra stability, ergonomic grips,
a kickstand, front and rear lights, and a rack and fenders. The extra boost makes riding your
bike even more exciting and enjoyable, and quality components and comfort features make
going farther and faster more fun than ever. Trek Dual Sport 1. Dual Sport 1 is a hybrid bike in
the true sense of the term: it excels on a variety of surfaces and can take you from smooth
pavement to light off-road trails in a single ride. A lightweight frame, suspension fork, and
all-terrain tires give Dual Sport 1 an incredible amount of capability on recreational fitness rides.
Plus, it's easy to accessorize with racks, fenders, fitness trackers, and more! You value
confidence, stability, versatility, and performance on recreational rides that cover on a variety of
terrain. The tech you get A lightweight Alpha Gold Aluminum frame, an SR Suntour NEX
suspension fork with just enough travel to take the edge off in rough terrain, a Shimano Altus
drivetrain with 21 speeds and a wide range of gearing so you're never pedaling too hard or too
soft, fast-rolling Bontrager LT2 all-terrain tires for extra traction, mechanical disc brakes for
all-weather stopping power, ergonomic grips, and mounts for a rack, fenders, and more! Dual
Sport 1 is an all-terrain hybrid bike built for adventure on or off the road, and ready to take you
from week to weekend and back in comfortable, confident style. Trek Marlin 5 Women's. Marlin
5 Women's is a trail-worthy daily rider that's perfectly suited for everyday adventures, on and off
the trail. A front suspension fork, a frame and parts designed specifically for women, 21 speeds,
and mounts for a rack and kickstand make it an ideal choice for new trail riders or anyone
looking for a comfortable, stable commuter with the ruggedness of a real mountain bike. You're
new to the trail, and you're looking for a great value on a real mountain bike that can double as
a commuter. You also side with women who prefer the fit and feel of a bike made specifically for
them. The tech you get A lightweight Alpha Silver Aluminum frame with a sloping top tube on
smaller sizes for better standover height and more confidence on the trail, touchpointsâ€”like
the saddle, bars, and gripsâ€”that can provide a better fit to women from the start, 21 speeds, a

wide range of gearing for big hills, hydraulic disc brakes that feel smoother than mechanical
disc brakes, and a suspension fork with mm of travel. The final word A trail-tough mountain bike
built specifically for women. It's built-in Trek's MTB heritage and more than capable of taking on
trail adventures. But it's also versatile. It's a popular ride on college campuses because the rack
and kickstand mounts make it easy to accessorize and haul a load. Why you'll love it - It's a real
mountain bike that's also perfectly suited to daily commutes, rides around campus, or just
getting from A to B on any surface - Smaller frame sizes X-Small and Small have short-reach
brake levers that make it easier and more comfortable for riders with smaller hands to brake
confidently - It has separate brake and shift levers a feature that's common on more expensive
mountain bikes so you can fine-tune the positioning for comfort - Rack and kickstand mounts
make it easy to accessorize, so your mountain bike can double as a rugged commuter. Sun
Bicycles Traditional 24 7-Speed. If you've got bicycling on your mind but crave the added
stability and comfort of a three wheeler, then the Miami Sun is just what you're looking for. This
new Traditional 24" 7-Speed model takes all of the great features of the original Traditional 24"
trike and adds easy twist-shift gearing to smooth out the hills. Take the Traditional 24" 7-Speed
for a spin today and see for yourself how bright the Miami Sun is. Trek Emonda SL 6 Disc.
You're no stranger to long, fast rides. You want an ultra-light bike with race-ready parts, and
you favor the better modulation and extra power of disc brakes. Flat mount disc brakes give you
better braking and more precise modulation. The final word Yes, you can have it all: a super
lightweight bike, exceptional handling characteristics, race-level drivetrain, and all-weather
stopping powerâ€”all without the sticker shock. Key features - Bosch Performance Speed
mid-drive system with long-range wh battery - Powerful integrated lights for safer riding, day or
night - Fully equipped: removable rack, integrated fenders - Disc brakes for reliable all-weather
stopping power. Sun Bicycles Traditional Trike If you've got cycling on your mind but crave the
added stability and comfort of three wheels, then the Traditional Trike is what you're looking for.
Our trike is specifically designed with an ultra-low step through frame, like our Streamway, for
easy on and off access. Once seated, you immediately notice the impressive comfort of the
tractor style saddle. If bigger is better, then Sun hit pay dirt. Trek Precaliber 20 Boy's. Precaliber
20 Boy's will have your little rider begging to go out for a pedal on their first real big kid bike. It's
a great transition model from training wheels. It has one speed, a coaster brake, and a saddle
with an integrated handle that can be swapped out for a light mount. Your kid is ready to leave
training wheels behind, and you want to get them a fun, durable, bike that's simple to use. You
don't want to settle for a big box brand, because you know the value of a high-quality bike that
will keep your kid confident and in control. The tech you get A lightweight Alpha Silver
Aluminum frame, one speed, and a coaster brake. Plus, a kickstand and a saddle with an
integrated handle that can be swapped out for an integrated taillight mount. Everything on this
bike is built to last, so it'll still feel like new when handed down to younger siblings. The final
word This bike is the perfect choice for young riders who want to transition from a little kid bike
to a big kid bike, with a simple, quality frame that will keep them upright and smiling while they
ride at the park with friends or on the local bike paths with your family. Why you'll love it - One
speed is all you needâ€”a simple set-up gives kids confidence and helps them stay in control Coaster brakes are simple and intuitive for kids to useâ€”they just pedal backwards to stop!
Electra Loft 7i Step-Over. The 7i is the reliable super commuter that will get you there. Explore
the city's ups and downs with a 7-speed internal gear hub, fenders, rear rack and lightweight
but sturdy alloy frame. Add a front basket for storage, a bell so they hear you coming and cup
holder for your morning coffee. Page 1 of 7 Next page. Light, fast bikes designed to fly over
pavement. For racing, or recreating, or both. Sure-footed off-road bikes built to conquer any
trail, from tame to treacherous. Bikes that let you live the two-wheeled life. Haul, commute, get
fit, represent, have fun. We've grouped some of our bikes into design- based collections that
span multiple categories. Founded in May of , Infinity is a service-oriented bicycle shop. The
shop has a dedicated staff that enjoys working with cyclists of all abilities from those just
starting out all the way to those who train and compete. We are focused on serving you beyond
your expectations. We pride ourselves on our involvement in the local cycling community, our
laid back atmosphere, and helping individuals meet their cycling needs. We do all of this
without pretension, assumptions or cutting corners. We have bikes for commuting, recreation,
and racing. All of these brands are industry leaders in their respective categories and perfectly
match what Infinity stands for. The shop carries accessories from a variety of brands that we
use and trust. Wondering if we can get a particular product for you? Give us a call and we'll try
our best! Home Home About Us. Trailer Rental. Melbourne Florida, Info infinitybikeshop.
Comfortable and fast. Very responsive plus it comes equipped with Carbon fiber tubeless
wheelset! Sun cruisers: Mens, Womens, Boys and Girls single speed. Salsa Mountain Bikes:
Rangefinder sunbicycles salsacycles bike infinitybikeshop melbournefl brevardcounty florida

getoutandride localshop. Out of respect for our fallen heroes, we will be closed on Monday May
25th and will reopen at 10am on Tuesday May 26th. We salute you and we thank you. Am I
seeing that correctly Infinity Bike Shop. In other words, the vehicle models they design and
develop are geared towards consumers looking to add a touch of opulence to their everyday
ride, while those looking for a truly tough and hearty off road vehicle opt for the Nissan Armada
or Pathfinder. Remember, this is by no means a definitive list. After all, what one driver expects
from an off road excursion can be quite different from another. For instance, back in the day,
many enjoyed the Infiniti FX However, by the time the FX35 developed into the QX70 sales
flopped, and the model was scrapped. Just recently, an Infiniti QX80 had some extra pump and
push added to its design in order to make it competition ready for the Rebelle Rally. The Rebelle
Rally is an all female, off road competition that takes drivers on a mile trek on some pretty tough
desert terrain. But what about the average QX80 consumer? While the actual race used a
modified version of the QX80, practice sessions used a standard unmodified QX80, which was
found to be just as capable. The first is Auto mode, the second is 4 wheel drive high and last but
not least, 4 wheel drive low. When in Automatic mode, the QX80 will automatically correct itself
if it detects wheel slippage. Know that the models sold in the U. However, models outside the
states do come with rock mode programming, which results in better traction and faster
response time. This crossover from Infiniti comes with a variable compression turbo engine.
What makes this 2. They found the suspension more than capable when handing rough terrain.
The front suspension uses MacPherson struts with coil springs, with the rear employing a
multi-link stabilizer bar. Together, both provided passengers with a comfortable off road ride.
When it came to their rock climbing test, the QX50 did fairly well. In other words, it did what it
says it can do. It comes with a 3. This model is the perfect choice for families who might enjoy a
camping excursion now and then, as this three row crossover offers up to Just ask the Fast
Lane Car guys, as they take a model QX60 out for some off road fun in the snow. The G35 model
is one that is a keen favorite with off road Infiniti fans. To Illustrate this fact, the guys from
Smoked Out Garage dared to take their Infiniti G35 through a pretty tortuous forest trail. When
all was said and done, they drove their G35 through water, mud, snow and ice. Even they were
surprised at just how well their G35 handled. Needless to say, the G35 takes it all in stride. Not
everyone wants to drive a SUV or crossover. Some prefer the more streamlined contour of a
sport coup. In fact, you might not consider the Q60 an off road Infiniti model. However, the folks
at TFLoffroad took the Infiniti Q60 on a rallycross track, and it did surprisingly well. The Q60
comes in six models. This model carries a herd of horses under its hood, all waiting for a
chance to mow through a forest trail. This version also has a 3. Last but not least, be mindful
when taking any Infiniti off the beaten path, as certain models may have clearance issues since
both bumpers and running boards tend to go low. Benjamin Smith is one of the managing
editors of Moneyinc. He has a strong interest in sports, video games and acting his age and
he's not even in college yet! You must be logged in to post a comment. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Prev Article Next Article. Related
Posts. Add Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. The 10 Best
Hotels in Tijuana, Mexico. The 20 Best Restaurants in Northern Michigan. The 20 Best Things to
do in Northern Michigan. Al Wade â€” December 8, Have this seat on my gravel bike and also
switch it over to my mountain bike for long races. The short nose makes frequent mounting and
dismounting of the bike a breeze. With this seat I feel like I can ride forever! I use the EX1 on my
gravel bike and occasionally move it over to my mountain bike for long rides. With the infinity
seats I feel like I can ride forever! Joe Watkins â€” May 30, I have had this saddle for 1 year now.
I wanted to try it to cure my saddle woes. It was the best decision of my cycling life! No more
pain, just comfort. It makes me think of sitting in a sling. Sounds weird but i love it! Wayne
Dunlap verified owner â€” November 27, I got this saddle because I was riding Paris-Brest-Paris
and have had issues with saddle sores on that ride in the past It is miles over 3 days. It does
take some getting use to because it is more like sitting in a small hammock than sitting on a
traditional bike saddle. It feels odd at first but after a while it is very comfortable. I had no saddle
sore issues on the ride and would buy the saddle again. Andrew Jacobsen â€” March 31, I have
this saddle and am finally comfortable on the bike. When I was a kid in my BMX days, I had a red
plastic seat that I rarely got sore from, and it was because the shape of the seat was similar to
this one. The leading yr old leather seat is okay, but the shape of the metal frame under the
leather kills the deal every time to me. No more. I need a second Infinite saddle for my other bike
now. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. It allows for cyclists with perineum hot spots, cysts, or
some type of surgical intervention. The rear [â€¦]. Read More. The wait time is approximately 2
to 4 weeks. We thank you for your patience and understanding. Facebook Twitter Instagram
Youtube. Ideal for climbing and long distance. The dimensions are The inside sit bone to sit

bone is mm max. Weight: grams. Rated 5 out of 5. Add a review Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Other Infinity Seats. The rear [â€¦] Read More. Elite Series Bike
Seat â€” E3. Elite Series Bike Seat â€” E2. Choose an option Black. Choose an option Black
Honeycomb Leather. Necessity is the Mother of Invention Founder Dr. Vince Marcel is a
chiropractor, inventor, certified bike fitter, and life-long triathlete. Whether training for a
triathlon, or on a weekend ride with his family, he continues to look for new ways to make the
ride more comfortable and more enjoyable. All our Seats are made here in Southern California.
Vince hand selects the leather, picks up all the components and assembles them here at our
office. Forget the thick padded bike short! The unique, patented design of the Infinity Seat
provides optimum comfort with just a thin chamois. The padded short interferes with the design
of the seat and comfort of the cyclist. Each seat is individually created and hand-wrapped by
our leather artisans. The Infinity Seat weights between and grams, and is made of genuine
Italian leather with a neoprene closed-cell foam or Aerospace foam. Regular leather care
maintenance is key for durability. Create your own design! All seats are fully-customizable and
are non-refundable. Our basic seats are Black with Chrome Rails. Vince meets with Rich Rubin
to share information about cycling, nutrition and his motivation to develop the Seat. The wait
time is approximately 2 to 4 weeks. We thank you for your patience and understanding.
Facebook Twitter Instagram Youtube. Infinity Bike Seats were invented by Dr. Vincent Marcel chiropractor, nutritionist, triathlete, certified bike fitter and lifelong cycling enthusiast. We
accommodate all types of cyclists from the ultra-cyclist to novice. Infinity Bike Seats are among
the most comfortable seats ever conceived! Check out our new Elite Series! Elite Series â€” E2
Price: Read More. Elite Series â€” E1X Price: Elite Series â€” E3 Price: No Padded Shorts Forget
the thick padded bike short! Artisan Craftmanship Each seat is individually created and
hand-wrapped by our leather artisans. Customizable Create your own design! Check out Dr.
Learn More. And, almost everyone has it in their pantry. Apple Cider Vinegar dates back to B.
Find a Retailer. Toggle Navigation. Parts Accessories Motorsports Merchandise Blog. Select a
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